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A Rally  was Organized at GDCW Kathua  by NSS/RCC Volunteers on the theme of HAR GHAR JHANDA 

to celebrate Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav on 18-07-2022.  NSS/RRCC Volunteers of the College participated 

actively  in the rally under the dynamic supervision of Dr. Sangita Nagari, worthy Principal of Govt. Degree College 

for Women, Kathua .The rally was flagged off  by Principal Madam in presence of other staff members Prof. 

Ashwani Khajuria, Prof. Ravinder Kour  and Prof. Ritu  Raj . She addressed the volunteers and students in the rally , 

she stressed upon the importance  of National Flag  and discussed among the volunteers and students about the 

history of Tiranga  for which many freedom fighters , soldiers, and social activists laid their supreme sacrifice.She 

further said that our National Flag is a symbol of National pride. we must  protect its  honor at any cost . She 

congratulated the NSS organizing team  led by  Dr Arun Dev Singh NSS Program officer, Prof Raj Kumari, Prof 

Pallavi and Dr Rajani Khajuria  and NSS/RRRC Volunteers for organizing wonderful rally which would  be helpful 

to fulfill  the purpose of bringing flag to all  the houses of Indian society. Dr Arun Dev Singh also spoke and assured 

worthy Principal madam on behalf of organizing team, NSS/ RRC volunteers to carryout mission to bring Tiranga to 

all the houses of  country and took pledge to fulfill the idea behind the initiative for invoking the feelings of 

patriotism in the hearts of the people and promote awareness about our National Flag. On this occasion the NSS/RRC 

volunteers presented their thoughts and ideas through play cards , slogans and abundant floating messages for  

expressing their love, passion and respect towards Tiranga   .The volunteers promised that they would never lessen 

the grace and dignity of our National Flag  in the world. Concluding the rally Dr. Arun Dev Singh NSS programme 

officer extended his special thanks to Dr Sangita Nagari worthy Principal of the college for her support and 

encouragement and thanked her for sparing her valuable time  for the programme and he also extended his  special 

thanks  to all media persons for giving wide coverage and support to all the   NSS/RRC volunteers and students. 
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